We describe new tools for the interactive design of complex, time-dependent lighting in scenes with fixed geometry. The work is motivated by the difficulty in visualizing complicated lighting sequences during the design of large-scale theatrical productions. Fast interaction is achieved regardless of scene and lighting complexity, even when used in conjunction with costly rendering techniques such as radiosity and ray tracing. Time-variant lighting is simulated using linear combinations of static images, each depicting the scene under different lighting conditions. Multiple levels of accuracy facilitate interactive design by trading image quality for fast feedback in a controlled way. Coarse approximations are used in the preliminary design stage to allow for instantaneous feedback, then the sequence is progressively refined by computing basis solutions in order of increasing overall contribution. When changes to the design are required, existing global solutions are re-used to the greatest extent possible. The techniques are demonstrated with complex models based on actual stage sets.
Introduction
The lighting and stage design of large scale theatrical productions, such as operas, is tremendously complicated and consists of hundreds of individual light sources, complex props and sets, projected background scenery, and many elaborate, detailed surfaces. One of the central aspects of the stage-lighting design process is the timedependent component (see [4] and cited references). The design must complement such time-dependent phenomena as the motion of performers, the changing focus of attention, and the shifting mood of the plot; in addition, the design must remain precisely synchronized with the music.
The most difficult and time-consuming part of the lighting design process is determining changes in lighting intensity over time. This process is commonly referred to as dimming. The lighting designer must determine how lights of different intensities combine at any moment, what temporal changes are necessary to achieve the desired effect, and at what rate the intensity changes should occur. In this context, dimming connotes the complete temporal specification of lights and therefore includes increasing as well as decreasing the intensity.
The complexity and subtleties of the task limit designers to very rough decisions about changes in lighting intensity prior to the construction of the final sets and the placement and focusing of the lighting instruments. The synchronization of a large number of lighting instruments is far too difficult to visualize with conventional media. Figure 8 , which depicts a scene at several points during the course of a lighting animation, demonstrates the dramatic effects that are possible by varying lighting intensities.
Overview of a Lighting Control System
A lighting control system consists of several primary components. A light cue specifies the time interval for the intensity variations of one or more lighting instruments.
The organization of lighting changes into cues simplifies the task of the designer but has no other bearing on the actual lighting intensity functions.
Within each light cue are a number of parts. A part is a function describing the change in intensity of a subset of lights over time (see Figure 1 ). In opera and stagelighting, computerized lighting control boards store the above information and execute the cues remotely during performances.
Any collection of lights that vary in unison can be organized into a single bank. 1 Thus, each light of a bank changes according to the same part. For the purpose of simulation, we can treat each bank as a single distributed light source. In addition, all fixed lights, those that remain constant during a performance, can be collected into a single base illumination. The degrees of freedom, n, of a lighting system are then the number of variable banks.
In current practice the design of time-dependent lighting effects is an iterative process beginning with "snapshots," or fixed points, of the lighting scenario. In each snapshot, the designer sets contrasts in order to focus attention and uses color to convey over-all mood or to establish the time of day. After snapshots are determined at the start and end of each sequence, the designer is ready to connect them with a series of parts to complete the temporal specification.
A system for the interactive design of temporal intensity variations requires several components. First, to qualitatively assess the design concepts, the designer needs to see subtle lighting effects such as soft shadowing, indirect illumination, and color bleeding. These effects are generally only available through costly global illumination algorithms. Second, the ability to quickly preview the design as it changes is of utmost importance, as visualizing all the time-dependent sequences is impossible otherwise. Finally, the animation/playback itself must be sufficiently fast to realistically portray the proposed design.
Previous Work in Computer-Assisted Lighting
Several methods have been proposed to address the problem of adjusting light intensities in the context of global illumination. The radiosity approaches of Chen [3] , George et al. [5] and Puech et al. [9] update a solution by shooting "negative light"
to compensate for changes in lighting or geometry. An approach described by Airey et al. involves storing multiple radiosity values at each vertex and interpolating them as a function of time [1] . Ray-tracing methods, presented by Buckalew and Fussell [2] and Séquin and Smyrl [11] , demonstrate the possibilities for updating lighting intensities by precomputing and storing view-dependent relationships among lights and surfaces in the environment. Unfortunately, none of these approaches are suitable for the application addressed here because of the complex geometries and large numbers of lights used for theatrical productions. Furthermore, the update rates, while significantly faster than computing from scratch, are still far too slow to allow interaction. By considering a more highly constrained problem-addressing only intensity variations in a fixed geometrical setting-we can take a different approach and overcome this difficulty.
The techniques introduced in this paper are useful for general lighting design in that they provide faster interaction for selecting lighting intensities than previously proposed techniques, and interactivity is not limited by the complexity of the environment or number of lights. In the domain of lighting design, the designers frequently know about where to put the lights but not how the lights will combine or how bright to make them. Consequently, the task of selecting appropriate intensities for static lights and scenery and determining intensity variations as a function of time is a useful subproblem of lighting design, and this is our focus. 
Overview of Approach
In this paper, we present an approach for the interactive design and preview of lighting intensity variations. The main features of our approach are illustrated in Figure 2 and summarized below. In the remaining sections, we develop a methodology for the design of temporal intensity variations. Section 2 discusses the linearity of global illumination and shows how it can be exploited for this application. Section 3 introduces techniques to facilitate rapid playback of time-dependent sequences. Section 4 presents tools to optimize the computation of global illumination solutions. Section 5 introduces a quality parameter, so that one can trade quality for speed in previewing the lighting animations. Examples of complex lighting designs are also presented.
Linearity of Light Transport

The G Operator
Global illumination algorithms model the transfer of radiant energy at the level of geometrical optics, ignoring phenomena such as interference and re-emission of absorbed light. Consequently, the distribution of light existing at radiative equilibrium can be solved independently at each wavelength :
where G is a linear operator 2 mapping the source term L to the unique equilibrium solution S . While the dependence of G on the geometrical and material properties of the environment is highly complex, its action on L is linear, expressing the fact that independent solutions can be superposed. That is
2 Henceforth we drop the subscript and assume that all computations are carried out for three channels.
where c 1 ; : : :; c n are constants and L 1 ; : : :; L n are independent source terms. This linearity is also enjoyed by all common approximations to the exact G operator, as embodied in global illumination algorithms [7] .
Note that the summation on the left hand side of Equation 2 entails addition of n source terms, while the summation on the right requires pointwise addition of the resulting solution functions. These functions may either encode radiance over all surfaces in the scene or simply images from a given vantage point. The latter is particularly appropriate for our application for two reasons. First, working wi th images is precisely analogous to the ideal views commonly used by designers in evaluating complex lighting. Second, images allow for simpler and faster scaling and addition than do full view-independent radiance functions. Thus, for practical reasons, we will operate on images, although the concepts apply equally well to viewindependent radiance functions [10] .
In this paper we shall assume that each environment is accompanied by a G operator mapping an n-dimensional vector of light bank intensities to an image of the globally illuminated environment. Thus, G is an encapsulation of a rendering algorithm, be it ray tracing, radiosity, or some other scheme, and the source function is constrained to be a finite number of intensity settings associated with a fixed arrangement of lights. Hence, L is an n-dimensional vector. Initially, all we shall assume about G is that 1) it generates images appropriate to the design task, both in terms of the view and effects modeled, 2) it is linear with respect to sources, and 3) it is very costly to invoke. By virtue of the isomorphism that G defines between the space of light intensity settings and the space of images, we can attack some of the problems of time-dependent lighting design. In section 5 we introduce one final assumption about G to aid in interactivity.
The Role of Linearity
Given a static environment and lighting instruments, consider the task of creating a sequence of images depicting the light intensities changing with time. Figure 1 shows one such sequence with several different light intensity settings.
A naive approach to this problem would be to solve for the global illumination at each time step using the light settings specified for that time. This is prohibitively slow as G is invoked for each frame. Furthermore, if the time-variation is modified, all affected frames must be re-computed. Clearly, this is not a viable approach for interactive design.
A more efficient approach is to use fewer applications of G by exploiting its linearity. Rather than computing a new image for each of many time steps, the images can be formed more quickly by combining other images. Given n images capturing the effect of each bank on the scene in isolation, the combined effect of any collection of lights is given by
where L = (`1; : : : ;`n), the collection of settings for n lights, e i = (0; : : : ; 1; : : :; 0) is the i'th standard basis vector, and G e i is the global solution for each light at unit intensity. Use of Equation 3 can greatly reduce the number of calls to G when n is much smaller than the number of time steps. This is an enormous improvement over the naive method because the computation time for the linear combination of n images on the right of Equation 3 is normally insignificant compared to a single call to G. Further elaboration of this idea is required for fast playbacks, however.
Fast Playback
Although the use of linearity in the previous section vastly reduces the computation involved in forming the time sequence (once the images G e 1 ; : : : ; G e n are available), it will remain beyond the capabilities of most workstations to perform the necessary n ? 1 image operations per frame in real-time, as n may be tens or even hundreds. In this section we describe another optimization that will further accelerate the playback process, making real-time playback feasible on displays with fast -blending. To do this we construct a set of key images from which all frames of the playback can be created very efficiently. The idea is reminiscent of keyframes used in animation.
The increase in speed is gained both by reducing the number of image combinations required per frame and by simplifying the nature of these operations. By expressing the combinations as "lerps," or linear interpolations, we map the problem directly to -blending. Although the key images each require up to n image operations to construct, barring completely chaotic time-variation they are far fewer than the number of frames.
Barycentric Coordinates
Observe that the vector of time-varying intensities L(t) is a function from R to R n .
Its image is a sequence of continuous space curves with breaks at times when there is an instantaneous change in any of the intensity settings. If every point of L(t) can be covered by the convex hull of a small number of points, then every image of the sequence can be quickly constructed. A very practical means of enforcing this property is to restrict the parts to be low-degree spline curves.
Cubic Splines
We now consider cubic splines as a specific example of time-dependent intensity functions. Their flexibility along with the simplicity of computing their convex hulls make cubic polynomials ideal for this application.
If each of the n intensity functions varies as a piecewise cubic polynomial with respect to time, the entire curve L(t) can be represented as a collection of n-dimen- 
where lerp t (X; Y ) = (1 ? t)X + tY . The role of the three interpolations is easy to see by picturing the points ABCD as forming a tetrahedron in R n (see Figure 3 ). Clearly any image corresponding to a point within the tetrahedron can be formed in this way; 1 ; 2 , and 3 depend only on the coordinates of the point and not the nature of the curve it is on. Note that the bound of three blends per frame holds regardless of the number of lights that vary according to independent cubic splines.
The collection of all n-dimensional control points of all the Bézier segments comprising L is the set of key settings. As the corresponding key images are intended for use with traditional -blending we must avoid negative pixel values. By inserting additional knots all troublesome control points can be replaced by an equivalent set of positive points, ensuring positivity of the images. Although inserting additional knots increases the number of key images, no more than n of the setting vectors can be linearly independent, so we need never invoke G more than n times to generate them all. This is pursued further in the next section.
Subspaces of Images
Minimizing the Global Solutions
To efficiently construct a cubically time-varying sequence using -blends, we first There is no a priori reason why the parts of any given design will be linearly independent. This implies that there could be a more efficient way of specifying a given design than the one chosen by the user. To allow the user to concentrate on the design, not the efficiency of solution, we describe a technique that automatically finds the minimum number of basis images as well as how to best combine them into the required key images.
Let L be the n m matrix whose columns are the n-dimensional setting vectors given by the m control points:
To construct all m key images we require only r basis images where r = rank(L). Note that r min(m; n). To determine the rank of the matrix L, and to find an appropriate basis for its column space, we perform a singular value decomposition (SVD) of L obtaining
where the columns of Q are orthonormal, D is non-singular and diagonal, and the rows of R are orthonormal [6] . : (9) Note that the basis settings L generated by the SVD decomposition will frequently include negative entries, corresponding to negative intensities. This implies that G must allow propagation of negative energy through the environment, and that we must allow for negative pixels in the basis images. Consequently, we employ a floating point format for the basis images [12] , which means that all operations on them must be in terms of "real pixels." The negative values do not appear in the key images, however, as they always correspond to positive settings. There is no way to know in advance how much reduction in computation might be expected by using the SVD, as each design is different. In practice, we have found that the number of solutions can be significantly reduced by ignoring very small singular values. For example, in the scene shown in Figure 6 , we used 10 basis solutions to produce 18 key images. For the environment in Figure 8 , we used 8 basis solutions to produce 17 key images.
Trading Quality for Speed
We now describe modifications to the algorithm of the previous section to make it appropriate for iterative design. Rather than optimizing the production of a final time 25  68  52  38  -7  24  48  31  -12 -16  23  -77  58  13  -42 -42  -15  52  43  -40  -11  57  -54  -16   0  10  14  19  23  35  0  59  86  84  60  0  88 82  80  5  8  15  5  25  35  90  79  52  72 52  42  33  23  0  0  72 105  42  42  42  60 20  2  0  0  0  0  0  0  14  32 sequence, we introduce incremental updates that can more quickly follow the path the designer takes as he/she explores the space of possible designs.
The obvious drawback to the use of SVD described in Section 4.1 is that it requires a complete specification of the parts before the optimal set of basis images can be determined and, therefore, before the first image is created. Yet if the design process itself requires extensive aesthetic judgments in creating the parts, many images must exist before any information is available about the final design. This apparent conflict can be resolved by more closely matching the needs of the design process, and by adding a bit more capability to the G operator.
At all times the designer must be able to quickly explore a wide variety of design alternatives. For this reason it would be ideal to have a separate image per bank before the design process even begins, as described in Section 2.2. But computing these n images requires a large time investment-larger than might be warranted by the "rank" of the final design. The solution lies in the fact that a designer will generally begin with a rough approximation for the placement, content, and duration of the lighting cues then gradually improve the design until all desired effects have been achieved. During the initial phases, a very rough representation of the preview will usually suffice. High quality previews become necessary only when the design nears completion. Our improved formulation will reflect this natural progression.
The idea is to provide rapid response by sacrificing some of the image quality in the early stages.
The Quality Parameter
Thus far we have assumed that G produces images only of the highest quality, making every invocation very costly. We now relax this assumption by introducing the notion of tunable quality through an accuracy parameter to G. In practice this additional control over G will depend on the type of rendering algorithm it encapsulates. For example, a progressive radiosity approach can be tuned by controlling the meshing or the number of "shots." Similarly, a ray tracing approach can be tuned by controlling image resolution, ray-tree depth, or degree of anti-aliasing. We will assume that some such control is incorporated into G; at a minimum we require two levels of output: approximate but fast, and accurate but slow. We will refer to the former images as coarse and the latter as refined. This added control will allow us to construct a design tool that is amenable to progressive refinement and remains interactive at all stages of the design process.
Fast Feedback for Interactive Design
Initially a coarse image is computed for each of the n banks of variable lights, as well as one for the single fixed bank. Once this is done, the feedback in the initial phase of the design process is very fast; when new key images are required, they can be quickly constructed by combining the coarse images corresponding to each of the active banks of lights. With these coarse key images, the real-time playback operates as described in Section 2.2. Figure 5 shows the interface to an interactive lighting design program. The program allows interactive editing of cues and parts, grouping of lights into banks, and previewing of time-dependent lighting sequences.
Improving Preview Quality
As the design approaches its objective, more detailed feedback may be necessary than is afforded by the coarse images. Higher accuracy may be useful in capturing subtleties in the lighting, allowing for more detailed evaluation and editing of the design.
To improve the quality of the preview we need to improve the quality of at least one basis image; for instance, an image corresponding to a frequently-used or important light bank. However, a refined image need not be simply an improvement on an existing image. It is possible to get a greater benefit from a single new image by simultaneously accounting for many lights. To select an appropriate combination of lights we use the ordering imposed on the basis settings by the singular values.
The vector of settings corresponding to the largest singular value will provide the greatest improvement. Additional images can be computed in order of decreasing singular values, although the improvements will be correspondingly smaller. By viewing the sequence after each new image is added, the designer can evaluate the design at a number of intermediate points. However, it is reasonable to expect that changes will be made to the design as each improvement increases the quality of the playback. This presents a new problem, as the basis images deemed necessary by SVD will invariably change as the design changes. Fortunately, refined basis images added on behalf of one design can be used for a different but similar design.
As we shall see, each refined image will tend to improve and accelerate feedback on subsequent modifications.
New Designs from Old Images
If the design is changed after some refined images have been computed, the refined images will still be of use, even though they do not match the new basis images suggested by SVD. Their utility is easy to see by imagining the k refined images as the basis of a k-dimensional subspace of R n . This subspace can be extended to all of R n by adding n ? k of the coarse images that are linearly independent. New key images created in this way will generally incorporate the refined images to some degree, especially if the new design resembles the old.
At any point in the design cycle, the pool of available images consists of n coarse images and k n refined basis images. Initially k is zero, but refined basis images are gradually computed and added to the pool one at a time, as described below. The k refined images always form an orthogonal basis for a k-dimensional subspace, as they are chosen so that each is orthogonal to the subspace spanned by all previous images.
To make maximal use of the refined images we seek a decomposition of each key image in such a way that priority is given to the refined images. Conceptually, this entails projecting each required image onto the space spanned by the old, then constructing the orthogonal component left unaccounted for from the coarse images.
This projection is equivalent to performing a least squares approximation of the key settings using the refined images in the pool. The Gram-Schmidt procedure [6] is a simple means of computing this approximation and also for filling in the orthogonal component using the coarse solutions. By subtracting off the projection of the key setting vector on each element of the pool in descending order of quality (i.e. refined first, followed by coarse), the Gram-Schmidt procedure automatically makes maximal use of the refined images in approximating any given image.
SVD and the Orthogonal Component
In section 5.3 we used SVD to select a sequence of images that would most rapidly improve the overall quality of the preview, but we did not take account of refined images that may have been previously computed. Doing so requires only a slight modification to the original strategy. Instead of applying SVD to the matrix of settings for the current design, we first remove any components that lie within our existing pool of refined images by subtracting the projection onto the space spanned by the pool. Having removed these components, SVD will identify the most beneficial image to compute in the orthogonal complement of the current refined images.
In this way the refined images of the pool always remain orthogonal. This insures that each new member is chosen to be of maximum benefit to the current design, never re-computing components that can be obtained through linear combinations of existing refined images.
Summary of the Design Methodology
The design methodology presented in this section fosters interactive design, as it gives the designer the ability to get fast feedback as a design is refined. It does so by using coarse approximations early on, by progressively refining the previews, and by taking full advantage of all refined images that have already been computed.
We summarize the steps in the design process below:
1. Compute a coarse image for each independent bank, and one for the fixed bank.
This forms the initial pool of basis images for fast playback, and also allows for normalization of lights.
2. Interactively specify/modify the parts. Show the effect of changing each bank in real-time using the best approximation achievable with the current pool. Recompute the time-averaged intensities of banks that have been modified.
3. Compute the key images for the entire sequence using the current parts and their best approximations achievable with the current pool.
4. Generate a fast playback by -blending at most four of the key images for each frame in the sequence. If not satisfied with the design, go to step 2.
5. Project the settings of the new design onto the settings of the refined images in the pool using Gram-Schmidt. Apply SVD to the orthogonal component (that which cannot be approximated by the current pool) to determine which new basis images will most rapidly improve the quality of the playback.
6. Use G to compute a new refined image corresponding to the largest singular value computed in the previous step. Add it to the pool of basis images and go to step 3.
Results
To demonstrate the techniques of this paper we have designed two complex timedependent simulations. These two simulations are based on actual productions from the Metropolitan Opera and are rendered with radiosity. Each example involves a large number of time-varying lights. Note that an important advantage of our approach is that it can provide fast interaction in simulating environments of tremendous complexity, both in terms of the geometry and lighting effects. of the scene-one image for each bank of lights. These images were used for a preliminary design session, which is shown at the beginning of the chart. Note that the quality level remains low throughout this stage. As the design session progresses, one refined basis image at a time is computed and added to the pool. The quality increases most rapidly with the addition of the first few basis images. Later, the design is modified based on the higher quality preview. There is a slight drop in quality at these points because the high quality images now differ slightly from the optimal basis solutions. However, very high quality is maintained because the pool of images is re-used to a great extent to accommodate the changes. As the design cycle progresses, changes in the design tend to be smaller and the larger number of available basis solutions in the pool makes it easier to accommodate these changes; thus, the slight drops in quality tend to diminish. For this scene, the refined solutions took up to two hours each, while the coarse solutions took about three minutes each on an HP 9000/750 workstation.
For the purpose of quality measurements, one refined image per bank was computed 
Conclusion and Future Work
A set of tools for the interactive design and preview of complex, time-dependent lighting intensity variations is described. By constraining the problem to deal only with intensity variations, the formulation can fully exploit the linearity of light transport. Rapid playbacks are accomplished using at most three -blends per time step regardless of scene and lighting complexity. The technique can use virtually any rendering algorithm and is particularly well suited to costly global illumination algorithms. The number of global illumination solutions required to construct the entire time sequence is minimized using standard linear algebra techniques. The approach supports the iterative nature of design by incrementally following the path the designer takes as he/she explores the space of possible designs.
There are several future directions that we would like to pursue. In the current implementation we make use of two extreme quality levels when computing global illumination. We would like to generalize this to a continuum, although this complicates the matter of determining which image is most advantageous to improve at any time. The potential benefit would be faster and more uniform improvement. In addition, we would like to combine the work with scans of real scenes or artistic sketches. This could be a convenient way of bridging the gap between preliminary sketches and coarse computer-generated renderings. Finally, we would like to consider non-linear problems such as varying the geometry and material attributes. 
